
In recent decades, the
world has seen a profusion of new institutions of international criminal justice,
with the creation of United Nations criminal tribunals for the former
Yugoslavia and Rwanda, hybrid courts for Sierra Leone and Cambodia, na-
tional courts exercising universal jurisdiction, and the permanent International
Criminal Court (ICC). Several heads of government—Laurent Gbagbo,
Hissène Habré, Slobodan Miloševib, Charles Taylor—have faced trial. These
events have revived a vigorous debate on the roots of international justice, as
well as on its impact on postwar societies.

One of the most important cases, however, has been almost entirely over-
looked: Bangladesh, now with the eighth-largest population on Earth and
by far the largest country today confronting the aftermath of a genocide.
With more inhabitants than Russia or Japan and a fast-growing economy,1

Bangladesh is in political chaos, driven in part by the legacy of its bloody 1971
war for independence from Pakistan—what Bangladeshis widely call geno-
cide. Some forty-ªve years ago, in March 1971, the Pakistan army launched a
massive killing campaign against its Bengali population, in what was then
East Pakistan and is now Bangladesh. Hundreds of thousands of people per-
ished in the Pakistani crackdown, and some 10 million Bengalis ºed into
neighboring India—one of the biggest refugee ºows of all time. The bloodshed
did not stop until India defeated Pakistan in a short war in December 1971,
which ended with the creation of the new country of Bangladesh. Although
largely forgotten in the United States and Europe, these atrocities reshaped the
politics and the map of Asia.

The legacy of this bloodshed smolders in Bangladesh’s politics today. Since
2009, Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina has made war crimes trials for the geno-
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cide one of her top priorities. In 2010, the government created a national war
crimes court, trying and executing Islamist leaders for aiding the Pakistani
military during the crackdown in 1971—an initiative that has proved popular
with Bangladeshis despite stern criticism from international human rights
groups that many of the trials are unfair.2 In February 2013, when this tribunal
sentenced a prominent Islamist politician to a life sentence for atrocities com-
mitted in 1971, tens of thousands of angry Bangladeshis took to the streets to
demand that he be executed, in the worst turmoil in decades. Thus far seven-
teen war criminals have been convicted, with subsequent executions provok-
ing violent demonstrations by their supporters, which have been met with
harsh police tactics. Scores of people have been killed in polarized protests and
counter-protests.3 For the last three years, in what some authorities believe is
retaliation for the war crimes tribunal’s prosecution of Islamist politicians,
shadowy Islamist vigilantes have been brutally murdering secular writers,
Hindus, foreigners, and gay rights activists.4 Most recently, in July 2016, this
spree of killings was capped with a horriªc massacre of twenty-two people,
mostly foreigners, in an upscale Dhaka neighborhood by Islamist terrorists.

This article seeks to further the general understanding of both the causes
and results of impunity for mass atrocities, while extending the study of inter-
national justice into South Asia. With India emerging as a major power, this ar-
ticle reveals for the ªrst time how the world’s largest democracy confronted
the problem of international justice in its own region. Although most studies
of war crimes trials have concentrated on Europe, sub-Saharan Africa, and
Latin America, the crucial case of Bangladesh illustrates some of the political
processes at work in Asia, a vital region that has in recent decades lagged in ef-
forts to pursue international criminal justice.5
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Bangladesh stands as one of the most important cases where the pursuit of
war criminals was foiled, resulting in a disturbing impunity for one of the ugli-
est episodes of the Cold War. Using unexplored declassiªed Indian govern-
ment papers from archives in Delhi, this article documents for the ªrst time the
real reasons why India and Bangladesh abandoned the pursuit of accused
Pakistani war criminals after 1971—decisions that form a signiªcant part
of wider patterns of state behavior in seeking to punish the perpetrators of
mass atrocities. In particular, this untapped Indian archival record shows
how Pakistan was able to successfully resist Indian and Bangladeshi pres-
sure to put its soldiers on trial as war criminals. These Indian archives reveal
how the Indian and Bangladeshi governments put their own international se-
curity above justice, with peacemaking with Pakistan proving more important
than trials.6

Indians painfully realized that international criminal law could not be en-
forced without substantial military and political power. At most, India and
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Bangladesh sought to prosecute Pakistani troops who were captured during
the December 1971 war, but not the senior leadership in Islamabad. The basic
reason was not legal, but military: although Indian troops and Bengali guerril-
las had won a decisive victory in East Pakistan, the war had been inconclusive
on the other front in West Pakistan. Although the humiliation of battleªeld de-
feat was enough to topple Pakistan’s military regime, there was no chance of
senior leaders in Islamabad winding up in front of an Indian, Bangladeshi, or
international court.

There was little prospect of justice in the long years after 1971. After India al-
lowed its captured Pakistani prisoners of war to return home, the only sus-
pects available for Bangladeshi authorities to prosecute were Bangladeshis
accused of collaborating with Pakistan. In practice, Bangladesh’s current trials
tend to target Islamists who are political opponents of the prime minister.7 But
no matter what, the pursuit of justice today is inevitably distorted by the ongo-
ing impunity of those Pakistani killers who were shielded from prosecution by
the power of the Pakistani state. Thus the Bangladesh case joins the realist em-
phasis on amnesty with a liberal focus on the consequences of impunity. It sug-
gests that a deal for amnesty—though perhaps politically necessary when
initially struck—can have troubling consequences in the longer term.

Bangladesh’s signiªcance goes well beyond the politics of South Asia, and
this consequential case is meant to contribute to a burgeoning literature on in-
ternational criminal justice. This case study joins a wider set of cases where
governments sought international criminal justice, elucidating politics at work
in such efforts.8 Despite many excellent journal articles on Nuremberg, the
ICC, and other courts,9 it is easier for social scientists to study existing trials
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than abandoned ones.10 Still, there is as much to be learned from instances in
which governments put international security above the pursuit of justice.

Above all, Bangladesh’s experience shows the primacy of international secu-
rity over justice. Even in a case when there was a signiªcant military victory
over the perpetrators and the moral drive for war crimes trials was strong,
international criminal justice remained frustratingly elusive. Beyond its partic-
ular implications for South Asia, Bangladesh stands more generally as a illus-
trative case of the political processes by which the demands of international
security can trump the prosecution of war criminals. In this important case,
peacemaking ultimately proved more important than accountability. At the
same time, the long, uneasy aftermath of that eclipse of justice suggests that
even when amnesty is necessary for the pursuit of peace, it can leave a toxic
legacy for future politics.

This article begins by considering the state of the social science literature on
the politics of international criminal justice, with realists arguing for offering
amnesties to powerful spoilers, while liberals and others suggest that there are
potent norms that allow political opportunities for the prosecution of war
criminals—as well as pointing to the risk that impunity will have alarming
long-term consequences for post-conºict societies.

The article seeks to connect these theoretical arguments in the case of
Bangladesh. It shows how international security came to outweigh the post-
war pursuit of justice for both India and Bangladesh, using detailed process-
tracing to reveal how these states reluctantly bargained away justice in the face
of stubborn Pakistani resistance to prosecutions of war criminals. The article
demonstrates the self-serving motivations of states with those that suffered the
most taking the lead in seeking vengeance. In addition, it examines how India
was constrained by international law and considers more tentatively how the
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impunity of Pakistani war criminals has left a bitter strain of resentment in
Bangladeshi politics to this day.

The Politics of Impunity

In the growing social science literature on the politics of international justice,
realist political scientists have maintained that amnesties are an ugly but nec-
essary part of peacemaking or democratization. Samuel Huntington argued
that authoritarian regimes commonly secured amnesties for themselves dur-
ing negotiated transitions to democracy. He regretfully concluded, “[T]he least
unsatisfactory course may well be: do not prosecute, do not punish, do not for-
give, and, above all, do not forget.”11 Furthering Huntington’s argument, Jack
Snyder and Leslie Vinjamuri contend that amnesties are tragic but essential:
“When enforcement power is weak, pragmatic bargaining may be an indis-
pensable tool in getting perpetrators to relinquish power and desist from their
abuses.”12 Studying numerous civil wars, they ªnd that amnesties “can help to
pave the way for peace,” whereas trials worked best in relatively stable situa-
tions where abusive groups were already weak.13

The more widespread and brutal the violations of human rights, the more
likely it is that the perpetrators will try to block peacemaking or democratiza-
tion that could threaten them with prosecution. As Guillermo O’Donnell and
Philippe Schmitter argue, after terrible military repression in Argentina
and Uruguay, it proved “even more difªcult for the bulk of the armed forces to
disengage itself from the worst acts of the regime.” If the generals cannot block
a transition, they will “strive to obtain iron-clad guarantees that under no cir-
cumstances will ‘the past be unearthed.’” As O’Donnell and Schmitter note,
“[W]here and when it is easier to bury the past, is where and when it is less im-
portant to do so.”14

Jon Elster argues that transitional justice—meaning the judicial and non-
judicial steps taken by a society to redress mass abuses of human rights—may
need to be sacriªced to achieve a peaceful transition.15 In postwar international
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negotiations, peace may be predicated on immunity for the defeated country,
except in those rare cases where military victory is so overwhelming that the
vanquished power cannot assert itself. Even after World War II, Elster writes,
the Allies felt pressure to treat Germany and Japan with some restraint, if only
to shore up bulwarks against Soviet communism.16

In contrast to realists, liberals and many international legal experts have
higher expectations for justice.17 They see principled, legal, and strategic
reasons for governments to pursue war criminals. Beth Simmons wrote,
“Democracies are the natural allies of human rights.”18 While O’Donnell and
Schmitter know the risks, they support trials as a “‘least worst’ strategy.”19 In
earlier work, I delineated the conditions under which liberal governments will
pursue international criminal justice.20 Allison Danner and Beth Simmons con-
tend that it is not just peaceful democracies that join the ICC, but also that
“some governments rationally use the ICC to tie their hands as they make ten-
tative steps toward conºict resolution”—particularly states emerging from do-
mestic political violence but with weak domestic institutions for holding
perpetrators accountable.21 They ªnd that the ICC helps some governments of-
fer credible commitments to reassure wary opponents, thus increasing the like-
lihood of peace.22

In an inºuential recent book, Kathryn Sikkink argues that there has been a
“justice cascade” toward national and international criminal prosecutions,
meaning “a shift in the legitimacy of the norm of individual criminal account-
ability for human rights violations and an increase in criminal prosecutions
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on behalf of that norm.” This norm was established at Nuremberg and later
diffused across the globe.23 Sikkink also studies cases where prosecutions
were foiled or never attempted, such as Spain after Franco, where a “pacted”
transition to democracy sacriªced prosecutions.24 Furthermore, in a quantita-
tive study, she ªnds an independent effect of justice: countries that carry out
human rights prosecutions have better human rights records than those that
do not carry out prosecutions.25

The important case of Bangladesh provides a bridging point for these litera-
tures. It demonstrates the pressures for impunity during transitions, but also
some of the adverse long-term consequences of such bargains. Following
O’Donnell and Schmitter, when a foreign army is responsible for committing
massacres, it may become a threat to peacemaking and can only be molliªed
with robust commitments of immunity from punishment.

In Bangladesh, this understandable short-term impunity has had long-term
costs. It left poisonous resentments that have been exploited by nationalist pol-
iticians in recent years, particularly after a return to democratic politics in the
1990s. Bangladesh ªts the empirical pattern described by Sikkink: the country
had no trials and went on to have a poor human rights record.26 As O’Donnell
and Schmitter wrote, “It is difªcult to imagine how a society can return to
some degree of functioning which would provide social and ideological sup-
port for political democracy without somehow coming to terms with the most
painful elements of its own past.”27

Of course, it would be simplistic to draw a straight line from impunity to
Bangladesh’s many problems today. But while there are numerous reasons
for Bangladesh’s current human rights abuses—including terrible poverty, cor-
ruption, mismanagement, and bloody military coups28—the legacy of 1971 re-
mains a signiªcant obstacle. Bangladeshis have widespread memories of
atrocities, providing an irresistible opportunity for nationalist politicians. This
in turn can lead to a deepening alienation of the Islamist opposition, harden-
ing some of the worst fractures that have divided Bangladeshi society. As
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Martha Minow warns, a “vengeful motive often leads people to exact more
than necessary, to be maliciously spiteful or dangerously aggressive, or to be-
come hateful themselves by committing the reciprocal act of violence.”29 Such
vengeance has become all too familiar in Bangladesh’s politics today.

peacemaking and international justice

Building on this literature, this article makes four core arguments about the
politics of prosecuting war criminals.

First, and perhaps most importantly, as realists would expect, international
security imperatives trumped the pursuit of justice for the victims of mass
atrocities.30 As Hans Morgenthau put it, “[T]he principle of the defense of hu-
man rights cannot be consistently applied in foreign policy because it can and
it must come in conºict with other interests that may be more important
than the defense of human rights in a particular instance.”31 In many ways,
Bangladesh would seem a propitious case for prosecuting war criminals: there
was a military victory by a liberal democracy; that democracy was appalled by
the recent atrocities; it held many war crimes suspects in custody; and the per-
petrator regime had collapsed. Even so, India, although victorious in the 1971
war, was not dominant enough to force Pakistan to accept humiliating trials of
its troops. Instead, India sought its security through seizing a rare opportunity
for making peace with Pakistan, embodied in the generous Simla agreement of
1972. With that strategic prize at stake, India proved ready to bargain away the
trial of Pakistani war criminals. This was the kind of bargain that Huntington,
Snyder, and Vinjamuri would expect.

In Bangladesh, too, international security concerns trumped the drive for
retribution against the killers. Newly separate from Pakistan, Bangladesh des-
perately needed global acceptance as an independent state. With China and
the United States hostile to the newborn country, Bangladesh feared lingering
in a nether space of nonrecognition, which could tempt revanchism from
Pakistan. Pakistan, however, insisted that the price of its recognition—a
precedent-setting act of legitimation that would allow other states to follow—
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was impunity for war criminals. Bangladesh had little real choice but
to acquiesce.

At root, the problem was that India’s military dominance was not compara-
ble to that of the Allies after winning the unconditional surrenders of Germany
and Japan in World War II. It was not even as resounding as some less conclu-
sive victories, such as the Allied victory over Germany and the Ottoman
Empire in World War I or NATO’s 1995 victory in Bosnia.32 India could not im-
pose its will on a helpless foe; it did not occupy West Pakistan, and could not
have. Pakistan, even stripped of Bangladesh, remained capable of defying and
provoking India. Under these strategic circumstances of a relatively incon-
clusive victory, with the defeated foe’s cooperation needed for future security,
some kind of amnesty was likely.

Second, the degrees of victimhood drove the political commitment to jus-
tice.33 Governments everywhere are likely to be more concerned with their
own citizens, and these same dynamics emerged in South Asia. Bangladesh,
having suffered the most, was the most determined to punish Pakistani war
criminals. India had endured the ordeal of sheltering some 10 million Bengali
refugees, and though outraged by the killings, was still less insistent on justice
than Bangladesh. And the rest of the world was largely indifferent to the is-
sue, in keeping with a tepid global response to the 1971 atrocities when they
were happening.34

Third, India was constrained by its concern for international law.35 While
strategic considerations came ªrst, a sense of legalism restrained Indian ven-
geance.36 This legalism grew partially from some respect for international law
among Indian ofªcials in a liberal democracy, but more importantly from
reputational concerns: India did not wish to be seen ºouting international
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standards.37 Moreover, India was hemmed in by restrictive UN Security
Council resolutions and by the Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment
of Prisoners of War, which Pakistan argued mandated that India release its
Pakistani prisoners of war. In the end, despite the hopes of some lawyers that
compliance with international law would help to bring justice, India’s grudg-
ing respect for the law became more of a practical force for freeing its Pakistani
prisoners en masse than for bringing the guilty ones to justice.

Fourth, a lack of accountability seems to have provided tinder for national-
ists in Bangladesh to exploit in later years. The post-1971 impunity for mass
atrocities committed against Bangladeshis has become politically volatile
within both Pakistan and Bangladesh. Instead of the demand for justice dwin-
dling, as realists would expect, it has remained a neuralgic issue. Pakistan has
developed widespread amnesia about its army’s record, missing the opportu-
nity to challenge the dominating military after its bloodiest repression. In
Bangladesh, the absence of war crimes trials for decades has made it all but
impossible to differentiate individual criminal accountability from a more col-
lective opprobrium. The unexorcised past continues to destabilize the politics
of this gigantic nation.

From War to Peace

Out of the Partition of British India in 1947, Pakistan was created as a geo-
graphically splintered state: West Pakistan (today Pakistan) was separated
from East Pakistan (today Bangladesh) by 1,000 miles of Indian territory. The
maltreated Bengalis of East Pakistan grew to resent their domination by
West Pakistan, and in a 1970 election voted overwhelmingly for a Bengali na-
tionalist party. This electoral result stunned the military dictatorship based in
West Pakistan, which had been ruling the entire country.

On March 25, 1971, after a failed series of constitutional talks, Pakistan’s mil-
itary tried to smash the rebellious Bengalis into submission by launching a
harsh military crackdown across East Pakistan. In a secret estimate midway
through the killing, the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) conservatively
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assessed that about 200,000 people had died.38 Many more would perish as
millions of Bengali refugees ºooded into India, which could not possibly
handle such an inºux. Overwhelmed by the burden of trying to look after
so many refugees, the Indian government weighed its military options to stop
Pakistan, and covertly sponsored a Bengali insurgency from inside India’s
porous borders.39

From the start of Pakistan’s military crackdown, Indian ofªcials and politi-
cians vehemently condemned the bloodshed, accusing Pakistan of genocide.40

Rather than merely branding Pakistan an enemy, Indians made a legal case
against its criminal conduct. In a prominent article in the Indian Journal of
International Law, a distinguished international lawyer laid out the case for war
crimes trials. Following the examples of the post–World War II Nuremberg
and Tokyo war crimes tribunals as well as Israel’s trial of the Nazi war crimi-
nal Adolf Eichmann, and using the standards of the Genocide Convention and
the Geneva Conventions, this Indian lawyer argued that Pakistanis bore
individual criminal responsibility for war crimes, crimes against humanity,
and genocide. Although Bangladesh was not yet a party to the Genocide
Convention, the prohibition on genocide comprised customary international
law, allowing for Bangladeshi trials or an international tribunal including
Indian and Bangladeshi jurists as well as perhaps some other foreign judges.41

Despite such Indian legalism, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi did not men-
tion war crimes trials in her major parliamentary addresses during the 1971
crisis. Instead, Gandhi’s speeches focused on the more urgent tasks of stop-
ping the killing in East Pakistan and halting the ongoing exodus of millions of
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Bengali refugees into India.42 Gandhi herself may have had some personal res-
ervations about the desirability of trials. When discussing Pakistan’s treason
trial of the elected Bengali nationalist leader, Sheikh Mujib-ur-Rahman, she ex-
pressed distaste for “a summary trial” for a political opponent43—a familiar
and ugly feature of South Asian politics.

In December 1971, war erupted between India and Pakistan, with India win-
ning a swift victory in East Pakistan. India’s military plans concentrated on
seizing East Pakistan, while the combat on the other front against West
Pakistan was ªerce but inconclusive, allowing no prospect of capturing se-
nior Pakistani leaders in Islamabad for prosecution. Although Indian leaders
understood that their military triumph would likely precipitate the overthrow
of the military regime in Islamabad, any punishment of the junta would be left
to the successor Pakistani government. If there were trials, they could only be
for lower-level Pakistani troops who had been captured in East Pakistan by
Indian or Bangladeshi forces.

India made no wartime statements about the possibility of prosecutions,
which could have made it harder to secure a cease-ªre with Pakistan. While
Gandhi thundered that Pakistan had “barbarously trampled upon freedom
and basic human rights in Bangladesh” and carried out the “annihilation of a
whole people,” she was conspicuously silent about prosecutions.44 When
Indian ofªcials discussed Pakistani war crimes,45 there was no practical sug-
gestion of punishment.

While India hedged its bets, Bangladeshis demanded justice. Bangladeshi
fury was so intense that it led to revenge killings of Pakistanis and their local
collaborators. Fearing that India’s battleªeld achievement would be tarnished
by such acts of vengeance, P.N. Haksar, Prime Minister Gandhi’s most
important adviser, privately urged Bangladeshi leaders to “deal with their
opponents with humanity as a civilised State. Bangla Desh is emerging as
a State in the family of nations. Their representatives have everything to
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gain by appearing digniªed, calm, and self-possessed.”46 India pressured
the Bangladeshi authorities into publicly declaring that they would respect the
Geneva Conventions, guaranteeing humane treatment for prisoners of war
and civilians.47

As the war was ending, Bangladeshi ofªcials pressed a top Indian general to
demand to Pakistan that Bengali “quislings” who had remained loyal to
Pakistan be sent to Bangladesh to face trial.48 But even when Pakistan surren-
dered unconditionally on December 16, 1971, Gandhi remained silent about
the possibility of holding war crimes trials, emphasizing instead India’s “lim-
ited” war objectives of freeing Bangladesh from Pakistani rule.49

To forestall Bangladeshi revenge, Swaran Singh, India’s foreign minister, ex-
plained that his government had sent to India the captive Lt. Gen. A.A.K.
Niazi, commander of Pakistan’s Eastern Command, as well as another se-
nior Pakistani ofªcial.50 Remarkably, India initially allowed the surrender-
ing Pakistani troops to keep their personal arms to protect themselves and
Pakistani civilians from furious Bangladeshis.51

Still, as the CIA secretly wrote soon after the war ended, “There is no indica-
tion that the Indians plan to bow to Bengali demands that West Pakistani
prisoners-of-war should be tried as war criminals for the killing of a large
number of Bangla Desh intellectuals shortly before the fall of Dacca.”52 In-
stead, Singh reassured the Security Council that captured Pakistani troops
should be repatriated swiftly, and until then would be treated “in accordance
with the Geneva Convention.”53 When Indira Gandhi was asked at a Delhi
press conference about war crimes trials, she replied simply, “This is up to the
Government of Bangladesh.”54
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pakistani deªance

As a result of its military victory in Bangladesh, India was left holding some
90,000 Pakistani ªghters, some of whom could have been charged with atroci-
ties against Bengalis. These detainees immediately became a hotly contested
issue between India and Pakistan. Zulªqar Ali Bhutto, who became Pakistan’s
civilian president (and later prime minister) soon after the war, complained
that India was holding 88,000 Pakistani prisoners of war, as well as 5,000 po-
licemen, 3,000 civil servants, and 2,000 family members.55 Although India’s
ªgures were slightly lower, they were still humiliatingly large.56

Rather than leaving these prisoners in Bangladesh where they were cap-
tured, India moved them into camps on its own soil. According to the defeated
General Niazi, who was being detained by India at POW (prisoner of war)
Camp No. 100 in Madhya Pradesh, the conditions were “tolerable and amica-
ble,” with adequate medical care and respectful treatment from the Indian
staff. The Pakistanis exercised and strolled, wrote letters home (which were
heavily censored by the Indians), prayed and studied the Quran, read books
and magazines, and sullenly endured indoctrination lectures from Indian dip-
lomats. But as the months passed, the Pakistanis grew lonely and impatient.
After what would be two and a half years behind barbed wire, Niazi found it
“hellish.”57 A Pakistani judicial panel would later condemn India for showing
“chronic hatred and prejudice against the Muslims,” with “harsh” guards and
tough interrogations. While accusing India of torturing Pakistani intelligence
ofªcers, the inquiry admitted that Indians grew “more mellow with time” and
some Indians “were not bigoted and permitted fairly reasonable treatment.”58

India’s custody of these Pakistanis was a matter of legal necessity and
military prudence. Whereas India was a party to the Geneva Conventions,
Bangladesh was not, which meant that India could not lawfully transfer
Pakistanis to Bangladeshi custody. More signiªcantly, as the Indian foreign
ministry’s legal adviser noted, India feared the revenge that Bangladeshis
might inºict upon their former Pakistani overlords. As the legal adviser se-
cretly admitted, under the Geneva Convention, prisoners of war were to be
held safely far from the combat zone, which was why they had “been removed
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to India, namely to protect them from the wrath and vengeance of the people
of Bangladesh.”59

Although Bhutto led a new civilian government, taking power after the mili-
tary dictatorship collapsed following the embarrassment of its defeat, he still
faced India with bitterness and deªance. Pakistan sought to replace its bat-
tleªeld losses, modernize its tank units, and strengthen its infantry,60 while
Bhutto made the fateful decision to produce an atomic bomb.61 “We must take
a leaf or two out of North Vietnam’s military textbook,” he said.62

Moreover, Bhutto and Pakistan’s military were deeply distrustful of each
other, which made any rapprochement with India difªcult. While in Indian
custody, General Niazi came to believe that Bhutto was delaying the repatria-
tion of the captive soldiers in order to break their will and make them compli-
ant to civilian authority when they ªnally returned to Pakistan. Moreover,
the general wrote, Bhutto “was very keen for the prisoners of war to stay
in the camps in India, so that none could expose his role” in the loss of
East Pakistan.63

Fearing a military coup, Bhutto was usually cautious in his condemnations
of the Pakistan army for its atrocities in Bangladesh, but he did sometimes
mention this sensitive subject to discredit the military: “The world saw what
they were doing. They witnessed their cruelty.”64 He guardedly told a reporter,
“I am not apologising for what our Generals did in East Pakistan. I repeatedly
spoke out against their excesses. But you should remember that it was a vital
question of protecting our territorial integrity and sovereignty as a nation. All
civil wars are bloody.”65
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Soon after the cease-ªre, Bhutto created a judicial commission to investigate
the army’s defeat, sidelining the humiliated generals. The Hamoodur Rehman
Commission of Inquiry, led by Pakistan’s chief justice and two other distin-
guished judges, issued a report blasting the military’s corruption and brutality,
with some harsh Pakistani testimony about the massacres. The Hamoodur
Rehman Commission urged the government to create a “high-powered court
or commission of inquiry” to “hold trials of those who indulged in these atroc-
ities, brought a bad name to the Pakistan Army and alienated the sympathies
of the local population by their acts of wanton cruelty and immorality against
our own people.”66 Although no such Pakistani trials ever happened, the re-
port was so scathing that it was suppressed for decades, until it was enterpris-
ingly published in India by India Today in 2000 and in Pakistan by Dawn
in 2001.67

bangladesh’s call for justice

Bangladeshis demanded justice for the slaughter of so much of their populace,
but the new country’s politics were fractious.68 With such anger against
Bangladeshis who were accused of collaborating with Pakistan, there was a
risk of widespread massacres. Although that did not happen, there were some
summary executions by the guerrillas, prompting the government to launch
formal trials through the weakened remnants of the country’s judiciary.69 In
January 1972, the Bangladeshi government decided to convene a tribunal to
judge and punish collaborators, including people accused of participating in
pro-Pakistani death squads and paramilitary militias, as well as looters and
informants.70 The country’s new constitution included an article barring any-
one convicted by that tribunal from public ofªce.71

Bangladesh’s state and society had been devastated by the Pakistani
crackdown and the civil war. With powerful, radicalized young guerrillas
still armed from the conºict, the new government scrambled to assert its author-
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ity.72 Fearing communists and Maoist revolutionaries, Sheikh Mujib-ur-
Rahman—the charismatic Bengali nationalist who emerged from a Pakistani
jail to become Bangladesh’s founding prime minister—privately relied on
India to train his own security forces and supply tear gas.73 His government
also faced threats from pro-Pakistan paramilitaries known as Razakars, as well
as from the Islamist party Jamaat-e-Islami and from other Muslim nationalists
who had preferred to remain as part of Pakistan, some of whom were consid-
ered collaborationists.74

In India’s shadow, many Bangladeshis were wary of their gigantic neigh-
bor and benefactor. While Prime Minister Mujib and his ruling party were
friendly to India, he cautioned P.N. Haksar, the most powerful Indian govern-
ment functionary, that most Bangladeshi bureaucrats were “pro-Pakistan and
anti-Indian in their outlook.”75 Haksar secretly warned Indian Prime Minister
Indira Gandhi, “The Chinese would operate within Bangladesh through the
Left and the Americans would operate through the Right. And both will feed
upon the remnants in the soil of Bangladesh of sentiments of suspicion, even
opposition to India and communalism.”76 Haksar proposed that Indian and
Bangladeshi intelligence agencies work together, hoping that Bangladesh
would “root out ruthlessly the social soil out of which factors hostile to India
constantly sprout.”77

Above anything, Bangladesh needed worldwide recognition of its inde-
pendence, which had cost so much blood to achieve. Indian lawyers pointed to
the terms of the well-known Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties
of States (1933).78 Yet widespread global acceptance of the new state could only
be achieved with the acquiescence of Pakistan, its former ruler. Among
Pakistan’s major allies, China was hostile to Bangladesh; and the United
States, strongly anti-Indian under President Richard Nixon, seemed reluctant
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to accept it.79 Most foreign governments were cautious. Bhutto, building his
support with the Arab states and Iran,80 was indignant when France and
Germany “recognised ‘Bangla Desh’ in a hurry.”81 One senior British ofªcial
wondered if Pakistan and Bangladesh might form a confederation,82 while an-
other warned India not to press premature demands for recognition.83

India urged Pakistan and other countries to recognize Bangladesh
promptly.84 But when India suggested that Bangladesh might join the
Commonwealth, Britain replied that that would depend on Pakistan’s consent
and other countries’ recognition. Stymied, India recommended that, “to force
the pace of recognition,” Bangladesh should develop working relationships
with other governments even without formal recognition, rather than refusing
to deal with them.85

Bhutto said that Pakistan should be reunited. “‘Bangla Desh’ was created by
Indian guns, by Indian aggression,” he deªantly told a Lahore crowd.86 His
initial stance was what a British diplomat called “a sort of Hallstein doctrine
regarding Bangla Desh”—referring to West Germany’s refusal to maintain dip-
lomatic relations with any state that recognized East Germany.87 In this cli-
mate, the prospect of war crimes trials could derail any momentum toward
regional peace. “I am quite prepared to recognize Bangla Desh,” Bhutto
bluntly told a reporter, “but there must be a quid for my quo.”88

india’s military imperatives

India had an unstated motive for detaining Pakistani prisoners of war, which
was far more important than international criminal justice: the Indian military
feared that freed Pakistani soldiers would return to active duty against India.
In February 1972, Gen. Sam Manekshaw, India’s chief of the army staff,
secretly told Soviet military ofªcials, “Mr bhutto is very keen to get back
the 80,000 odd prisoners we are holding. If political considerations dictate
that these prisoners are returned, it will mean augmentation in trained
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manpower to the pakistan Army to the extent of about four divisions. Mili-
tarily, therefore, it is inadvisable to return the prisoners unless a durable peace
is guaranteed.”89

Haksar, the powerful principal secretary to Prime Minister Gandhi and the
driving force behind India’s diplomacy, was dedicated to achieving a generous
peace. Privately, however, he believed that “President Bhutto was still pursu-
ing the line of confrontation with India. The advisers around him had a very
dark record vis-a-vis India and . . . his reluctance to democratise the political
life of Pakistan made us suspect that his principal aim was still to establish
himself in power as a dictator.”90 Writing to Gandhi, Haksar concluded, “If the
worse comes to the worst, we may have to live with a hostile Pakistan as we
have done for the last 25 years, but naturally it is in India’s interest and would
presumably be in Bangladesh’s interest to help in the evolution of Pakistan to-
ward a social and political structure which need not depend upon hostility
towards India for its survival.”91

The diplomacy of peacemaking began inauspiciously on February 17, 1972,
when India sent Bhutto its ªrst postwar entreaty, offering direct talks without
preconditions. Despite some squabbling, with Haksar complaining that Bhutto
seemed to “approach these negotiations in a propagandistic manner,”92

Bhutto soon accepted India’s offer, declaring himself eager for normalization
of relations.93

His expectations low, Haksar preferred that Indians and Pakistanis “start
talks at a lower level, prepare them thoroughly and have a meeting at the
Heads of Government level in the last round.” He feared that Bhutto would
use a summit meeting with Gandhi “as an exercise of propaganda and to con-
vey to the people of Pakistan that he tried his best to parley with India at the
highest level and did not succeed.”94 Pakistan’s recent atrocities deepened
India’s mistrust. Haksar wrote that Bhutto should “recognise these wrongs
which his predecessors in ofªce had perpetrated against innocent men, women
and children. Deep scars inºicted on the body and mind of Bangladesh have to
be removed. All this requires statesmanship and wisdom of the highest or-
der.”95 Visiting Bangladesh, Gandhi spoke at a public rally in Dhaka of “the
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agony you have suffered, and especially the ªerce atrocities of the past year,”
although without mentioning war crimes trials.96

The war’s outcome left India negotiating from a position of strength. As
Haksar secretly told Gandhi, Bhutto “feared that as a victorious country India
might be in a mood to dictate some conditions.”97 It was precisely this military
dominance, however, that allowed Haksar to envision a breakthrough. “We
would like to settle for ever the question of Jammu & Kashmir,” he told
Gandhi. “Although we have in our possession some thousand square miles of
Pakistani territory, we really have no desire to retain this territory, but we
would like to have a peaceful, viable frontier between Pakistan and ourselves,
including of course the State of Jammu & Kashmir.”98

Despite India’s might, Bhutto sought the return of Pakistan’s soldiers. In
a Lahore speech, he asked, “Why does not Mrs. Indira Gandhi release
our POWs? Mrs. Indira professes to be our friend. Why does she not
prove her friendship?”99 He privately asked the Soviet Union to pressure its
Indian friends.100 Hinting at a possible quid pro quo, Bhutto pointedly told a
Soviet ambassador of his “desire to normalise relations with Bangladesh as
well as his readiness to exchange Pakistani nationals in Bangladesh with the
Bangladesh nationals in Pakistan.”101

Haksar secretly explained to Indira Gandhi that Bhutto hoped that the re-
lease of the prisoners of war would bolster his domestic stature.102 As Haksar
noted, the Pakistani leader “felt that it might help him a great deal domesti-
cally if the negotiations were to be preceded by India unilaterally releasing
prisoners of war.” India would not go that far, however. Echoing General
Manekshaw, Haksar wrote to Gandhi, “[W]e cannot release the prisoners of
war until we have some tangible assurance that these prisoners who constitute
an equivalent of 4 Divisions would be going to [a] Pakistan which is not bent
on pursuing the old policy of hostility with India.”103

law and diplomacy

Preparing for peace talks with Pakistan, India’s foreign and defense ministries
secretly scrambled to establish a policy on repatriating prisoners of war.104
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While the Indian government’s lawyers drew up briefs to back up the coun-
try’s strategic posture, they confronted a signiªcant problem: as a matter of
international law, India should promptly return the prisoners to Pakistan. But
this would have undone General Manekshaw’s desire to keep four Pakistani
divisions effectively neutralized for a while.

As Pakistan was quick to point out, the 1949 Geneva Convention stated,
“Prisoners of war shall be released and repatriated without delay after the ces-
sation of active hostilities.”105 Both India and Pakistan were parties to the
Geneva Conventions, and India had showcased its adherence to them during
the war. In a resolution, the UN Security Council called upon India and
Pakistan to observe the Geneva Conventions and “apply in full” their provi-
sions” about prisoners of war.106 Seeking to deºect Pakistani legal criticism,
the Indian foreign ministry dug up examples of other countries failing to
obey the Geneva Convention’s “categorical provision” for repatriation. The
foreign ministry noted that many states had taken years to repatriate enemy
prisoners of war, notably the Allies after World War II (China, France, and the
Soviet Union held German prisoners of war as late as 1954), concluding conve-
niently that “the humanitarian considerations involved have had to be bal-
anced against the national interests of the States concerned.”107

More concerned with military imperatives than legal strictures, Indian
ofªcials asserted that Pakistan should not get its soldiers back until it had
made an enduring peace with India. Citing the great jurist L.F.L. Oppenheim,
Indian foreign ministry staffers claimed that repatriation depended on a
“stable peace” precluding new Pakistani attacks.108 Because the prisoners
of war made up “almost 4 Divisions” of “well-trained veterans,” it would
be “less than prudent to insist that the phrase ‘without delay’ . . . in the
Geneva Convention should be followed in letter, ignoring the spirit of that
provision.”109 Formulating a lawyers’ argument that would satisfy General
Manekshaw, the foreign ministry—in a report widely circulated throughout
the Indian government110—bluntly concluded that the principle of repa-
triation would have to wait for an agreement with Pakistan ending the con-
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ºict: “[H]asty and instantaneous repatriation of POW’s might exacerbate
war conditions.”111

India soon realized, however, that it could not detain these Pakistani prison-
ers indeªnitely. Whatever India’s military chiefs thought, the civilians who ran
India’s government felt constrained by international law and global public
opinion. The foreign ministry admitted that in conºicts since the 1949 Geneva
Conventions—such as the Korean War, the 1967 Six-Day War, and India’s own
1965 war against Pakistan—prisoners of war had been more promptly repatri-
ated.112 Haksar, a lawyer who considered himself an expert on international
law, told Prime Minister Gandhi that Pakistani troops who were not charged
with war crimes would have to be freed. Both India and Bangladesh “should
bear in mind that unless we could lay speciªc charges against prisoners of war
and therefore detain them for trial, international opinion as well as the Geneva
conventions require that the prisoners of war be returned to the side to which
they belong and that we cannot detain them for a very long time without
generating a great deal of sympathy for them in the world at large. Hence,
the importance of Bangladesh Government taking immediate steps to set
up their tribunal.”113

This led India to weigh various legal options for war crimes trials. In de-
tailed historical reports, the foreign ministry surveyed precedents from Allied
prosecutions of German, Italian, and Japanese war criminals after World
War II,114 as well as Allied efforts to prosecute German war criminals after
World War I.115 Haksar secretly sent Gandhi brieªngs from the foreign minis-
try on “[t]rials for genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity.”116

India laid the legal groundwork for Bangladesh to hold its own trials. India
argued that it did not have sole authority to repatriate Pakistani prisoners of
war, because they had surrendered to a joint command of Indian soldiers and
Bangladeshi rebels. Given how much stronger India was than Bangladesh, this
was a rather threadbare contention, not least because late in the war the
Bangladeshi guerrillas had been put under Indian command.117
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At the same time, Haksar pressed Bangladesh about “the importance
and the urgency of Bangladesh Government formally ratifying the Geneva
Conventions in accordance with the prescribed procedure,” to be done “with-
out any delay.”118 The Conventions prohibited India from transferring any
prisoners to another state that was not party to them, but once Bangladesh
became a party, India could transfer Pakistanis to Bangladesh for trial.
Bangladesh had declared its respect for the Geneva Conventions during the
war; now, goaded by India, in April 1972, Bangladesh formally acceded to
the Geneva Conventions.119

With these legal duties handled, India and Bangladesh moved together to-
ward war crimes prosecutions. Pakistan’s General Niazi, who was held by
India along with three other Pakistani generals, made sure to bring along one
of his senior ofªcers, rather than leave him “at the mercy of the Bengalis—he
was wanted by the Indians and the Bengalis for investigation into his mis-
deeds.” At India’s POW Camp No. 100 in Madhya Pradesh, Niazi was scan-
dalized when Indian authorities tried to interrogate a Pakistani general about
war crimes for possible trial by Bengalis. This, Niazi protested, was a clear vio-
lation of both the Geneva Convention and the cease-ªre agreement. When a se-
nior Indian general was reminded of his cease-ªre pledges, he desisted and left
the Pakistani general alone.120

Pakistan too utilized legal arguments. Bhutto hoped that international legal
pressure would dissuade India from holding trials. “Isn’t half our country
enough?” he asked a reporter. “The 93,000 Pakistani prisoners of war have to
come back sooner or later. They are a waning asset for India. The international
community will demand their return.”121 In Islamabad, he told the National
Assembly that about “93,000 Pakistan prisoners of war being held by India in
patent violation of the Geneva Convention and all norms of international con-
duct. . . . Our prisoners are being ill-treated and provoked by the Indians.
There are threats of war crime trials.”122 In another speech, he said that India’s
detention of Pakistan’s prisoners of war deªed the UN and was “against the
International Law and against the Third Geneva Convention. . . . [T]he United
Nations is not the voice of one nation. It is the voice of the whole world. It is
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the world court of law. We respect law. Even backward countries like ours
respect law.”123

While insisting on the return of Pakistan’s troops, in his most forthcoming
statement, Bhutto left the door open for some limited number of lower-level
soldiers to go on trial as war criminals in Bangladesh, although refusing a ma-
jor tribunal. “If Mujib wants to try some of the people who went berserk, we
are prepared to oblige,” he told a reporter. “But not another Nuremberg,
heaven forbid. It would only heighten tension.”124 Soon after, however, he
toughened his opposition, saying that “if the trials are held it would arouse the
worst of feelings and it would make my task almost impossible.”125

The Simla Agreement

In an extraordinary moment of hope for South Asian peace, India arranged a
major summit meeting in late June and early July 1972.126 Prime Minister
Gandhi went to Simla, in northern India, determined to offer President Bhutto
a generous peace. She hoped to resolve the Kashmir issue once and for all, se-
curing a safer regional environment for India for decades to come.127 In these
talks, the question of war crimes trials was eclipsed by vital strategic issues:
the return of Pakistani territory recently occupied by India, the opportunity
for a historic breakthrough in Kashmir, and possible Pakistani recognition
of Bangladesh.

Despite India’s military advantage, Gandhi did not seek to impose a harsh
peace. Haksar led the negotiations with a generous attitude, recalling the dire
consequences of the punitive peace after World War I.128 In a draft speech,
he wrote, “We do not propose to negotiate in the spirit that these negotiations
are between the victor and the vanquished.”129 Nor did he want to seize
Kashmir only to breed bitter revanchism in Pakistan. Explaining India’s “soft
approach,” another one of Gandhi’s top aides, P.N. Dhar, later wrote, “Haksar
repeatedly referred to the baneful consequences of the harsh terms the Treaty
of Versailles had imposed on the vanquished.”130
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Most urgently, Pakistan needed to recover some 5,000 square miles of its ter-
ritory and its prisoners of war from India.131 The Indians were impressed with
Bhutto’s desire to resolve the intractable problem of Kashmir, accepting the
current status quo as a solution. The Pakistani president emphasized, how-
ever, the constraints from his domestic enemies, especially the army, which
could overthrow him if he bargained away too much to India.132 This potential
risk reinforced Haksar’s concern that dictating tough peace terms could in-
ºame Pakistan’s nationalists and drive its military to launch a coup against
Bhutto—as indeed it eventually would do in 1977. A few months before the
Simla meeting, Bhutto had said, “[N]o true Pakistani will ever accept . . . a dic-
tated, imposed peace. Such a settlement . . . will mean subjugation and servi-
tude, a living death. I shall never be a party to such an ignominious
settlement.”133 As Swaran Singh noted, “[P]rivately Bhutto has been saying
that it is the military which has ruined Pakistan and he himself wants to start
afresh and wants friendship with India. However, it is doubtful whether he
can do anything because in order to consolidate his position in West Pakistan
he may be obliged to adopt an anti-Indian posture.”134

Haksar’s generous approach was not universally shared among Indians.
There were inºuential anti-Pakistan hard-liners in India’s government, includ-
ing Jagjivan Ram, the defense minister, and Y.B. Chavan, the ªnance minister.
Ram, echoing General Manekshaw, argued that by detaining the prisoners
of war, India kept several enemy infantry divisions incapacitated. While
Ram and Chavan sought a substantial quid pro quo for giving up Pakistani
territory and prisoners of war, they failed to win over Gandhi. Dhar, too, op-
posed a swift return of Pakistan’s territory, hoping to “retain some leverage” to
induce Bhutto to implement any deal. Dhar’s position infuriated Gandhi, who
blew up at him.135

As for war crimes trials, Haksar’s conciliatory approach seemed to rule that
out. After all, war crimes prosecutions had been part of the Treaty of Versailles,
much resented by Germans.136 Gandhi at ªrst sounded punitive about
Pakistani atrocities. As her friend Pupul Jayakar noted, the prime minis-
ter faced a public “demand for war trials for crimes against the people of
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Bangladesh.”137 When a Pakistani reporter asked Gandhi about Indian compli-
ance with the Geneva Convention, she replied that “they do make provision
for trials for war crimes.” She noted that Pakistan’s troops had surrendered to
a joint India-Bangladesh command, emphasizing that Bangladesh would have
to participate in decisions about releasing them. When pressed about Pakistani
soldiers in Indian custody, she threateningly replied, “Bangladesh said that if
you have any problem you send them back here and we will look after them.”138

Behind the scenes, though, some Indians disavowed the suggestion of war
crimes trials. Dhar argued for releasing the Pakistani prisoners, despite know-
ing that “Mujib was unwilling to let the POWs go without Bangladesh being
recognized as an independent state by Pakistan.” Dhar later wrote, “The opin-
ion I gave Indira Gandhi was that we should persuade Mujib to abandon the
project of a war-crimes trial but make the return of POWs to Pakistan condi-
tional on the immediate recognition of Bangladesh as well as the creation of a
mechanism for dividing the assets and liabilities of undivided Pakistan among
the two countries.”139

Late on July 2, 1972, the ªnal day of the Simla meeting, Gandhi and Bhutto
met one-on-one after dinner, fueling lasting speculation about secret deals. The
two leaders emerged smiling.140

The Simla agreement, signed that day, primarily aimed at resolving the
India-Pakistan conºict. Both states agreed to withdraw their troops and to re-
spect the cease-ªre “line of control” in Kashmir.141 This was a signiªcant step
toward a possible solution to the Kashmir conºict, with the Line of Control po-
tentially evolving into an enduring border. Srinath Raghavan, an eminent dip-
lomatic historian of South Asia, asserts, “The agreement in Simla was arguably
Indira Gandhi’s ªnest hour.”142

The brief text did not discuss war crimes trials, mentioning only future
meetings for “the questions of prisoners of war and civilian internees,” as well
as a ªnal deal on Kashmir. What this phrase really meant, Gandhi’s friend
Jayakar later suggested, was that “India had also agreed to return the ninety-
three thousand Pakistani prisoners of war, but only with the approval of
the Bangladesh Government.”143
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Following Haksar’s guidance, the Indian foreign ministry trumpeted the
Simla agreement as a magnanimous peace, the opposite of the humiliating
Treaty of Versailles.144 When Gandhi’s bellicose critics in the Lok Sabha, the
lower house of Parliament, complained that she had gone soft on Pakistan, she
declared, “[H]ad the countries of Europe treated Germany with the under-
standing that India has shown to Pakistan, there would not have been a Hitler
and there would not have been a Second World War.”145

For Pakistan, the summit was a considerable success. The deal allowed the
return of some 5,000 square miles of occupied Pakistani land,146 which would
be ªnished by the end of the year.147 Bhutto extracted a pledge of peace from
India without being forced to recognize Bangladesh or put Pakistani troops on
trial as war criminals. And eventually, the deal might lead to the repatriation
of India’s Pakistani prisoners.148

For India, possible peace in Kashmir was more important than prosecuting
Pakistani war criminals. Still, Gandhi cannily used Pakistan’s concern for
its troops as an inducement for Bhutto to recognize Bangladesh: “So far as
the prisoners-of-war are concerned, there is a third country which is very
much concerned, that is, Bangladesh, and that problem cannot be solved un-
less they are also in the picture.” When asked about a statement by Bhutto that
future talks might be impossible if India sent Pakistanis to stand trial in
Bangladesh, Gandhi highlighted Bangladesh’s importance: “There is nothing
much we can do about it because the troops did surrender to a joint command
in Bangladesh . . . and therefore, the Bangladesh Government has got a say in
what should happen and the holding of war crime trials is not against the
Geneva Conventions.”149

Although Bangladesh was not present at the Simla talks, India successfully
maintained that it be involved in subsequent negotiations about the Pakistani
detainees.150 In a follow-up meeting in Delhi in August 1972, the Indian and
Pakistani delegations secretly linked India’s return of its Pakistani prisoners to
Pakistan’s recognition of Bangladesh.151 While Bangladeshis still clamored for
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justice, India and Pakistan were quietly well on their way to scrapping any
war crimes tribunals.

international pressure

The Simla agreement left little motivation for India to prosecute Pakistani pris-
oners as war criminals. By the end of 1972, India had seemingly given up on
holding its own war crimes trials. Instead, it planned to send some Pakistani
prisoners to Bangladesh to be tried there.

As the months dragged on, India’s detention of Pakistani troops became
more embarrassing as a matter of international law. Discomªted because some
of the Pakistanis were injured or sick, Haksar secretly asked if India was “re-
ally under very great compulsion” to consider freeing them.152 A senior for-
eign ministry ofªcial replied, “Legally and tactically, seriously wounded and
sick prisoners should be returned.”153

Revealingly, a prominent diplomat, K.P.S. Menon—India’s ªrst foreign sec-
retary and a former ambassador to China—argued that India should not rebuff
the International Committee of the Red Cross and would not want the sickest
Pakistani prisoners to perish in Indian custody. Menon feared for India’s repu-
tation: “[A]t this of all times it would be counterproductive to stop this process
because we shall be putting ourselves in the wrong with the international com-
munity at a time when we should least expect to run foul of that community.”
He noted that a UN Security Council resolution from December 1971 “calls
upon us to apply in full the provisions of the Geneva Conventions” for
wounded and sick prisoners of war. “According to our legal adviser, these
Conventions oblige us to return wounded and sick POWs.” Finally, Menon
warned against antagonizing a hostile China on the Security Council: “Even if
this can be argued, it would not seem to be the appropriate moment to raise ar-
gument about it: we shall only be giving a handle to the Chinese in their con-
tention that the U.N. Resolutions have not been fulªlled.”154

India and Bangladesh then suffered two stinging rebukes from the United
Nations. First, in September 1972, although eighty-ªve countries had recog-
nized Bangladesh, China vetoed its admission to the United Nations.155 Then
in November 1972, the UN General Assembly passed a resolution calling for
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repatriating prisoners of war in compliance with the Geneva Conventions and
that 1971 Security Council resolution.156

Stung by this slap from the General Assembly, India’s foreign secretary pri-
vately wondered if Pakistani detainees held by India could be “‘transferred’ to
Bangladesh for trial for war crimes.”157 The foreign ministry’s legal adviser re-
plied with a detailed position paper arguing that they could be. Bolstered by a
recent report by the International Commission of Jurists,158 the Indian legal ad-
viser argued that Bangladesh could hold its own national war crimes trials.159

In this analysis, India’s legal adviser studied two key articles in the Geneva
Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, inferring that these
articles allowed trials for wartime breaches of existing law.160 India was enti-
tled to hold its own war crimes trials, but would relinquish that obligation to
Bangladesh. While the Geneva Convention mandated the repatriation of en-
emy prisoners once active hostilities were over, it also stipulated that prisoners
could be detained for criminal proceedings and subsequent sentences. Thus, as
the legal adviser wrote, under the Convention, “Bangladesh is entitled to hold
trial of POWs for war crimes, crimes against humanity, genocide, and other of-
fences committed by them, prior to capture.”161

Next, the legal adviser argued that India could send suspects to Bangladesh
for trial for war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide. Both India and
Bangladesh were joint detaining powers after the Pakistan army’s surrender
in Dhaka, so war crimes suspects could be moved between them. Brushing
aside Pakistani objections that this joint command was a “legal ªction” since
the Pakistanis had obviously surrendered to an Indian commander, the legal
adviser wrote, “Bangladesh is a co-captor and co-detaining power in relation
to the POWs.”162

Finally, the legal adviser dismissed the complaint that Bangladesh was nei-
ther a state nor a party to the Geneva Convention when Pakistani surrendered.
While it was prohibited from transferring prisoners to a state that was not a
party to the Geneva Convention, Bangladesh—at India’s urging—had de-
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clared its respect for the Convention three days prior to the surrender and had
become a party in April 1972: “[T]here should be no legal difªculty in hand-
ing over the Pak POWs to Bangladesh for trial for war crimes etc.”163 But de-
spite all this lawyering, any trials would be at the mercy of considerations of
Indian strategy.

pakistan pushes back

The spirit of Simla did not last long. Once India’s troops were withdrawn from
Pakistan’s territory, Dhar writes, Bhutto began to drag his heels on other is-
sues, still refusing to recognize Bangladesh.164

Whatever hopes India might have had for rapprochement with Pakistan,
Bangladesh’s government remained bitter toward its former rulers. In top-
secret talks with Haksar held in Dhaka, Prime Minister Mujib accused
Pakistan of trying to destabilize Bangladesh, and refused to talk to Bhutto.165

Mujib secretly urged India to rip apart what remained of Pakistan by back-
ing insurgencies there: “India should give moral and material help to the
Sindhis, the Baluchis and the Pathans to win their freedom.”166

Bangladesh put war crimes trials at the very top of a list of items for Haksar
to bring before Indira Gandhi. Although Bangladesh initially sought more
than 1,000 war crimes suspects, it cut that ªgure down to 195.167 Haksar pri-
vately noted, Mujib “proposes to bring up for trial about 100 prisoners of war
in February or March next and hoped that the Prime Minister would agree
with this.”168

Still, Bangladesh was in no position to force its will upon Pakistan, while
India was eager for a peace deal. So at this point, according to Dhar,
Bangladesh offered a major compromise: it temporarily shelved the issue of
Pakistani recognition of its independence.169 As Haksar explained, Bangladesh
“made a big concession by setting aside recognition to pave way for resolving
all humanitarian issues.”170

Thus on April 17, 1973, Bangladesh and India issued a joint declaration from
Delhi seeking the simultaneous humanitarian release of everyone held captive
in the messy aftermath of the war: Pakistan’s prisoners of war and some other
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civilians held by India, Bangladeshis in Pakistani custody, and what India
termed “Pakistanis in Bangladesh”171—that is, people there who had declared
themselves loyal to Pakistan. These included stranded West Pakistanis, but
were mostly people known as Biharis, an Urdu-speaking and Muslim minority
in Bangladesh, who were despised by Bangladeshi nationalists as collabora-
tors with the Pakistanis.172 All told, there were roughly 92,000 Pakistani pris-
oners of war held in India, some 250,000 Biharis in Bangladesh who had opted
for Pakistan, and 400,000 Bengalis in Pakistan.173 The last group was relatively
uncontroversial: Pakistan wanted them gone, and Bangladesh was willing to
take them. The fate of the Biharis, however, would become a stubborn sticking
point between Pakistan and Bangladesh: neither county wanted them.

In their joint declaration, India and Bangladesh foregrounded the recogni-
tion of Bangladesh by insisting on “the basis of sovereign equality” for all
parties. (Bangladesh demanded that any talks with Pakistan be conducted on
“sovereign equality,” although India did not.) As for war criminals, the decla-
ration stated that these mass repatriations would not include those wanted by
Bangladesh “for trial on criminal charges.”174 To Pakistan’s horror, Kamal
Hossain, Bangladesh’s foreign minister, declared publicly that his government
would put 195 Pakistanis on trial as early as May 1973. As a Pakistani diplo-
mat wrote, “It was clear . . . that India was proposing to surrender to Bangla
Desh those Prisoners of War who were wanted for trial on alleged acts of geno-
cide and other offences by Bangla Desh.”175

Pakistan’s government recoiled at these imminent Bangladeshi trials. India’s
“illegal captivity” had dragged on for sixteen months, potentially setting “a
calamitous precedent” that “will nullify all obligations under the Geneva
Conventions, which civilized nations have laboured for over a century to
evolve and to make binding on all states.” Bhutto, refusing to legitimize
Bangladesh’s independence, would not accept that “the authorities in Dacca”
could prosecute Pakistanis, declaring that “repugnant to a nation’s sover-
eignty.” Instead, Pakistan proposed a tribunal of its own: “According to an es-
tablished principle of international law, only a competent tribunal of Pakistan
can have jurisdiction in this matter since the alleged criminal acts were com-
mitted in a part of Pakistan and since also the persons charged are the citizens
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of Pakistan.”176 To Pakistan’s government, the massacres were a domestic mat-
ter between West Pakistanis and East Pakistanis, with no international aspect.

Unsubtly hinting that war crimes trials would prevent Pakistan’s recogni-
tion of Bangladesh, Bhutto’s government warned that “if the authorities in
Dacca begin to hold these trials, it will poison the atmosphere and seriously re-
tard the establishment of that climate of peace and reconciliation.” Pakistan
threatened to retaliate for any trials by prosecuting some of the Bengalis in its
custody for subversion, espionage, and high treason.177

Pakistan’s top negotiator, Aziz Ahmed, privately sent Swaran Singh, India’s
foreign minister, a more conciliatory note, inviting India to send a delegation
to Pakistan for talks.178 India, however, was stung by Pakistan’s public state-
ment, which Singh angrily called “tantamount to a rejection” of India and
Bangladesh’s joint call for negotiations.179 India was painfully learning how
difªcult it would be to achieve any justice for Bangladesh.

How Pakistan Won Impunity

While Pakistan thundered against war crimes trials, India feared getting
mired in legal quarrels—particularly because India did not seem conªdent of
its legal position. As Foreign Minister Singh frankly told Ahmed, “We pro-
pounded no legal arguments; indeed, we had eschewed them to achieve the
humanitarian objective.” He hoped that Pakistan would avoid “political and
legal argumentation.”180

Instead, Pakistan lashed back, reversing from its conciliatory diplomacy at
Simla. Breaking off direct talks with India, Pakistan instead began to commu-
nicate through Switzerland, sending two frosty aides mémoire to India hoping
that “the world community in general and Switzerland as depository State of
the instruments of ratiªcation of the Geneva Conventions in particular will as-
sist and support Pakistan.” Through its Swiss channel, Pakistan warned, “The
trials of Pakistani prisoners of war by Bangladesh would take the situation to
a point of no return. There would be a great resentment and revulsion in
Pakistan and the atmosphere would be vitiated and the efforts of the President
of Pakistan for reconciliation and recognition of Bangladesh would
be foiled.”181
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Aziz Ahmed, Pakistan’s foreign and defense minister, refused to accept
the India-Bangladesh joint statement’s provision that might allow Bangladesh
to try Pakistani war criminals.182 Pakistan accused India of seeking to
“divert the mounting world criticism against the continued captivity of 92,000
Pakistani POWs nearly 17 months after the cessation of hostilities between
India and Pakistan.”183

Unsurprisingly, Singh’s implicit admission of India’s legal vulnerability only
encouraged Pakistan to double down on its legal claims about the paramount
importance of the Geneva Conventions. To forestall Indian transfers of war
criminals to Bangladesh, Pakistan turned to the International Court of Justice
(ICJ), hoping that it might be swayed by an eminent Pakistani jurist on the
bench there, Judge Muhammad Zafrulla Khan: Pakistan’s ªrst foreign minis-
ter, its advocate before the UN Security Council during Partition, and a former
president of the UN General Assembly.184

On May 11, 1973, Pakistan formally asked the ICJ to protect its 195 prisoners
of war from being transferred from India to Bangladesh.185 Pakistan asserted
its exclusive jurisdiction over those prisoners, denied that the Genocide
Convention applied to them, and warned that an “atmosphere of hate” in
Bangladesh made it impossible to convene a competent tribunal there. Mean-
while, a Pakistani judge at the High Court in Lahore argued that Pakistanis
could not be tried for suppressing “internal revolt in their own country” and
that Pakistan had not committed genocide.186

Pakistan’s invocation of national sovereignty won immediate results. When
the ICJ notiªed India that it was formally considering the case,187 India froze.
Pakistan’s government believed that the Court had halted India’s “arbitrary
action.”188 On June 4, 1973, India assured the ICJ that the war criminals issue
would be resolved through the negotiations promised in the Simla agreement.
Satisªed that India had been thwarted, Pakistan asked the Court to postpone
its consideration while those talks proceeded.189

While India-Pakistan diplomacy resumed, there were dramatic repercus-
sions in The Hague. Judge Zafrulla Khan tried to create a legal roadblock. Sug-
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gesting that the judges might have to make a construction of two articles of the
Genocide Convention, he claimed that, under the ICJ’s Statute, the Court’s
registrar would have to notify all states that were parties to the Genocide
Convention, letting them intervene in the Court’s proceedings. The ensuing
mess would, he admitted, cause “considerable inconvenience” to several
judges. His fellow judges “argued vehemently” against him, seemingly having
already decided that the Court had no jurisdiction. Outraged, the Pakistani
judge said that the other judges had closed minds and no scruples; his own
continued participation would be “farcical.” He apparently stormed out, and
the next day, resigned from the International Court of Justice.190

lawfare

India was stung by this legal onslaught, with Swaran Singh affronted by
Pakistan’s “offensive” notes.191 India resented the abrupt turn to Swiss chan-
nels and Pakistan’s “highly distorted, misleading and in some case, factually
incorrect rendering of India’s position.” India bristled at Pakistan’s “threat to
start retaliatory trials” for some Bengalis held by Pakistan, who “can hardly be
treated on the same footing as the 195 soldiers wanted by Bangladesh against
whom [there] is clear evidence of involvement in heinous crimes, such as mur-
der, rape, etc. The world at large is already aware of the magnitude of and na-
ture of crimes committed by Pakistani soldiers in the campaign of 1971.”192

From Pakistan, Aziz Ahmed sent a startling reply. Those harsh notes were
“not meant for transmission to the Government of India. Apparently they
were transmitted to your Government through some misunderstandings and
I am still trying to ªnd out who was responsible.” This admission strongly
suggested that Pakistani military hard-liners had tried to torpedo the peace
talks—and hinted at the danger of a coup in Pakistan. Ahmed invited India for
immediate talks “from a pure humanitarian angle.”193 India, seemingly shaken
by the legal fracas, was all the more keen for a settlement. Singh swiftly ac-
cepted Ahmed’s explanation, without asking uncomfortable questions about
whether the civilians or the military were really in charge in Pakistan.194

Haksar and Dhar spent July 24–31, 1973, negotiating with Ahmed in
Rawalpindi.195 In a top-secret draft of a possible agreement, the emerging
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bargain on war criminals was made brutally clear. Those 195 Pakistani sus-
pects would remain in Indian custody, and if Pakistan recognized Bangladesh,
India would drop its pressure for trials, which would presumably com-
pel Bangladesh to give up as well: “As soon as Pakistan has recognised
Bangladesh, the question of disposition of 195 POWs will be discussed bilater-
ally between Bangladesh and Pakistan together with other matters between
the two Governments.”196

While publicly supporting Bangladesh’s “just and legitimate” wish to prose-
cute Pakistani “prisoners of war against whom they have strong evidence,”
Haksar dodged Indian reporters asking about the emerging split between
India and Bangladesh over war crimes trials.197 Although India claimed that
Mujib “cannot give up the idea of trials,” Pakistan suggested the compromise
of “skirting the issue for the time being.” In a sign of its weakening position,
Bangladesh was open to considering the Pakistani compromise. Ahmed later
“admitted the Bangladesh Government’s willingness to consider skirting
around the war trials was a step forward—. . . almost ‘break through.’”198

Rather than let the talks stall, India ºoated a proposal to ask Bangladesh to
postpone possible trials.199 With every round of diplomacy, the chances for jus-
tice were fading away.

the biharis

On one point, Pakistan never relented: the fate of the Biharis, the Urdu-
speaking Muslim minority in Bangladesh, viliªed by Bangladeshi nationalists
as a pro-Pakistan ªfth column. Bangladesh’s government unsuccessfully
sought to send them to Pakistan. Over years of talks, despite repeated Indian
blandishments, Pakistan ºatly refused to take them in.200 In the end, they
would be left where they were in Bangladesh.

For Pakistan, the Biharis were simply a minority population within
Bangladesh who deserved humane treatment, not expulsion. Pakistan ac-
cused Bangladesh of “harassing and persecuting its ethnic, linguistic and po-
litical minority.” The Biharis were not Pakistani nationals; that they spoke
Urdu was, for Pakistan, irrelevant. So was the fact that many of them had
come from India during Partition. Although Pakistan would allow ethnic
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Bengalis to depart Pakistan for Bangladesh if they wished, it would not accept
Biharis in return, even those who said they wanted a future in Pakistan.201

Pakistan’s government declared, “Bangladesh has no right, legal or moral,
to subject its ethnic, linguistic and political minority to discrimination and
then to give it an option to leave their homes.” Pakistan, still coping with refu-
gees from Partition, was not about to shelter more.202 Pakistan refused India’s
demands for sending some 250,000 Biharis from Bangladesh to Pakistan,203 de-
nouncing the notion that it should take in Biharis as “prejudice and bigotry.”204

India disputed the “hollowness” of Pakistan’s claims. There were, India
claimed, some 600,000 minority non-Bengalis in Bangladesh, and “thanks to
the statesmanlike and humane policy” of Bangladesh’s government, only
250,000 had “declared their allegiance to Pakistan.” Their choice for Pakistan,
India said, was not coerced and they did not face “arbitrary expulsion.” Nor
was India impressed with Pakistan’s complaints about the difªculty of absorb-
ing 250,000 refugees, given that India had had to shelter millions of Bengali
refugees during Pakistan’s “campaign of terror against the civilian popula-
tion” of Bangladesh in 1971.205 In the end, these claims and counterclaims
made no difference: India could not force open Pakistan’s borders, so the
Biharis remained in Bangladesh.206

bangladesh yields

The ªnal round of India-Pakistan talks, in Delhi in August 1973, are docu-
mented in unusual detail in Haksar’s archival papers. They offer an extraordi-
nary window into how the possibility of war crimes trials was bartered away.
While the talks were furious, punctuated by Pakistani threats to walk out,
there was an emerging bargain: dropping war crimes trials in exchange for
Pakistani recognition of Bangladesh. As Haksar noted, “Pakistan delegation
appears to be strongly under the impression that Bangladesh was so desper-
ately interested in admission to U.N. that if Pakistan were to facilitate it a great
beneªt would be conferred on Bangladesh.”207

Haksar wrote, “Now Pakistan was insisting on trials of 195 being frozen
even though this was a sensitive political issue for Bangladesh leadership.” In
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retaliation, Pakistan had detained 203 Bangladeshis and threatened to prose-
cute them for treason, dereliction of duty, espionage, and deªance of author-
ity.208 Haksar bluntly noted, “Pakistan wanted to keep 203 Bangalee ofªcials
and military personnel as hostages.”209 In case Pakistan would not make a
deal, Haksar privately asked Bangladesh to take custody at last of the 195 ac-
cused war criminals held in India.210 He also quickly spotted the obvious quid
pro quo, however: if India freed its 195 Pakistanis, Pakistan would release its
203 Bangladeshis.211 He told Aziz Ahmed that Bangladesh might “consider the
concept of ‘skirting round’ the trials. But this was impossible to consider if
Pakistan insists on keeping 203.”212

Refusing to compromise further, Pakistan’s civilian government pointed to
its own domestic political constraints.213 According to Haksar’s notes, Ahmed
“spoke emotionally about suffering of relatives of 90,000 POWs detained in
India for over 20 months which would continue to mar relations between the
two countries for years to come.” Ahmed was “totally adamant” about keep-
ing the 203 Bangladeshis charged with treason, declaring that “treason is a
very serious crime, especially since treason had succeeded and the country
had been split up. How can Pakistan Government justify to its public the re-
tention of 195 POWs in India if these 203 Bangalees are also released[?] Even
the returning POWs will condemn Pakistan Government for leaving behind
195 in that event.”214

Haksar declared himself unimpressed. “As to the plea of internal dif-
ªculties, this applied not only to Pakistan but to Bangladesh as well,” he
said. “[T]ask of every Government is to govern and to get over political dif-
ªculties.”215 He concluded privately, however, that Pakistan’s civilian govern-
ment had “to explain to the public at large in their country” that it had used all
available leverage to forestall war crimes trials.216
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To exert foreign pressure on Pakistan, India turned to the United States,
Pakistan’s superpower patron. India’s foreign secretary, Kewal Singh (who
had replaced T.N. Kaul), met with Henry Kissinger, the U.S. national security
adviser, at the Western White House in San Clemente, California. Although
Kissinger was harshly anti-Indian when alone with Nixon,217 here he oblig-
ingly tried to broker a deal trading war crimes trials for Pakistan’s recognition
of Bangladesh.218 Kewal Singh suggested a swap where “Bangladesh agreed to
give up war crimes trials in exchange for recognition by Pakistan.” Kissinger
said that he would ask Bhutto to drop his insistence on keeping the 203
Bangladeshis, and, according to Indian notes, “admitted that they were being
held as reprisals.” Kissinger would assure Bhutto that “the question of trial of
195 Pakistani POWs could be skirted around and kept pending until discus-
sion between Pakistan and Bangladesh regarding this question and recogni-
tion.” He offered to ask Bangladesh’s leaders “to soften their attitude to war
criminals trials.” If Kissinger could get Bhutto’s approval, he requested that
India not embarrass the United States by transferring the 195 suspects to
Bangladesh until every diplomatic avenue had been exhausted.219

At this point, under Indian pressure, Bangladesh capitulated.220 In a break-
through concession, the ºedgling country agreed to freeze the issue of war
crimes trials and leave the Pakistani suspects in Indian custody.221 Impressed,
Haksar privately told Indian diplomats that “Bangladesh has been persuaded
to make very great concession to ‘freeze the question of trials.’”222

The negotiations lurched forward. India formally told Pakistan that
“Bangladesh agrees to consider that no trial of the 195 Prisoners of War shall
take place” during the repatriations. Once all the other transfers of detainees
were completed, then “Pakistan and India will discuss the matter of 195
Prisoners of War,” with Bangladesh participating.223 For Bangladesh, what
counted was “sovereign equality” among all negotiating parties.224 Haksar
told Kamal Hossain, Bangladesh’s foreign minister, “Our overall impression
is that in consideration of 195 remaining in India, Pakistan might drop retain-
ing 203.”225
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Sensing compromise on the opposing side, Ahmed tried to bargain
down the number of war crimes suspects to merely ªve or six. Haksar re-
fused.226 To the shock of the Indians and Bangladeshis,227 the Pakistanis then
said that they wanted to keep only eleven Bangladeshi prisoners, while India
in turn would detain just twenty-one Pakistani prisoners of war. “How they
arrived at this ªgure only Pakistanis know,” fumed Haksar. “They did not
even care to explain. We charged the Pakistani delegation with double dealing
and double talk.”228

After speaking with Bhutto, Kissinger suggested that the Pakistani president
might return the 203 Bangladeshis if the other side showed ºexibility in a
package deal.229 As Haksar wearily wrote to Hossain, the Pakistani delegates
at last were ready to accept India’s proposal to return the 203 Bangladeshis.230

In a top-secret message, Haksar told Hossain, “Despite Pakistan’s volte face
we have been unrelenting about 203 and are ªghting to win our point on 203
and keeping 195 where they are.”231 Hossain toughly suggested that “the
only language that might bring Pakistan to the senses would be to indicate to
them that in case the talks are not successful Bangladesh would be compelled
to proceed with the war crimes trials. . . . A hint to aziz ahmed that immediate
action would be taken to transfer the war criminals to Bangladesh may soften
him up.”232

This threat seemingly worked. After what Haksar called an “extremely
stormy session,”233 the three countries struck a comprehensive deal, an-
nounced on August 28, 1973. Pakistani prisoners of war and civilian internees
were to be sent home promptly from India, as would Bangladeshis in Pakistan
and Pakistanis in Bangladesh.234 Returning to Rawalpindi, Ahmed made a
statement that his country’s recognition of Bangladesh would soon follow.
Although India’s government faced some criticism, overall the Indian press
welcomed the agreement.235 At Bangladesh’s urging, there was supposed to be
one ªnal round of negotiations among Bangladesh, India, and Pakistan to “set-
tle the question of 195 prisoners of war.”236
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With that, most of the prisoners of war were released, heading home by air-
lift or train.237 To hedge against Pakistani cheating, India repatriated its 90,000
Pakistani prisoners of war in six phases of roughly 15,000, spread out over
months. As an Indian foreign ministry ofªcial secretly explained, “After each
phase there will be a period of pause to give time for repatriation for a propor-
tionate number of Bangalees and Pakistanis,” which should allow “the last
Bangalee from Pakistan to return to Dacca at about the same time as the
last Pakistani soldier leaves India.”238

Finally, the idea of war crimes trials was deªnitively extinguished. In
October 1973, the Indian, Pakistani, and Bangladeshi foreign ministers met one
last time in Delhi, and, as Dhar wrote, “decided that the 195 Pakistani POWs
held for trial would be repatriated to Pakistan. This enabled a three-way
movement of prisoners and civil internees.” After a face-saving interval,
Pakistan recognized Bangladesh in February 1974.239

after impunity

Without international support, Bangladesh had few viable alternatives for
seeking justice for the 1971 atrocities. While Bangladesh’s parliament had in
1973 passed the International Crimes (Tribunals) Act to create a domestic court
for accused collaborators with Pakistan, these prosecutions ºoundered.240 The
country’s judiciary had been decimated by Pakistan’s wartime onslaught
against the Bengali intelligentsia. The prosecutions were impeded by pleas for
clemency from family members and sympathizers, as well as fears that the tri-
als would undermine a shaky national unity. In November 1973, Mujib’s
government—hoping to unify the country—granted a general amnesty for
everyone except those accused of murder, rape, or genocide.241 This meant
freeing some 33,000 alleged war criminals, many with Islamist leanings.242

After a military coup in 1975, the prospects for justice diminished still fur-
ther. Ziaur Rahman, Bangladesh’s ªrst military dictator, aligned himself with
Jamaat-e-Islami and other Islamist parties, allowing them to return to political
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life and undercutting the likelihood of any prosecutions for war crimes.243 He
removed the article in the Pakistani constitution that barred from ofªce anyone
convicted by the collaborators’ tribunal.244

Still, many Bangladeshis remained affronted by the immunity of their for-
mer tormentors in Pakistan, fuming at the 1989 ascension of Gen. Tikka
Khan—notorious among Bangladeshis as one of the most brutal Pakistani
commanders in the 1971 slaughter—to be governor-general of Pakistan’s
Punjab province.245 Pakistani civil society has made some steps in recent years
to remember the slaughter, but it was not until 2002 that a Pakistani military
ruler mentioned the 1971 atrocities, when Gen. Pervez Musharraf, Pakistan’s
military ruler, gingerly expressed his regrets in a visit to Dhaka.246 While
Bangladesh seeks an ofªcial apology, Pakistan refuses. In November 2015,
Pakistan’s foreign ministry bluntly “rejected the baseless and unfounded as-
sertions” by Bangladesh’s government, as well as its “insinuation of complic-
ity in committing crimes or war atrocities.”247

In the 1990s, a return to civilian rule and democracy in Bangladesh al-
lowed fresh efforts to punish war criminals from 1971.248 In 1992, a resurgent
Jamaat-e-Islami, the leading Islamist party, promoted as its leader Golam
Azam, an anti-separatist politician who had ºed to Pakistan after the war
of independence and now returned to Bangladesh.249 The return of Azam
sparked demonstrations demanding that he be prosecuted for war crimes from
1971, which spiraled into an opposition boycott of Parliament and two coun-
trywide strikes in November 1992 and May 1993.250 Frustrated at the impunity
of war criminals, the writer Jahanara Imam and other Bangladeshi activists
convened a symbolic “people’s court” against Azam, accusing him of having
led death squads. While the government tried to prosecute Imam and her part-
ners for treason, these activists put the issue of war criminals back on the polit-
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ical agenda.251 This popular advocacy set the stage for Sheikh Hasina’s trials
after 2009—and Bangladesh’s current turmoil.

Conclusion

The tale of the undoing of justice for the Bengalis since the end of the 1971 war
is a tragic one. Bangladesh, caught in the grip of persistent patterns of interna-
tional relations, proved unable to escape them. The result was one of the most
consequential cases of impunity in modern history.

Returning to the four core arguments of this article, ªrst, national security
trumped international justice. Although India was bargaining from a position
of strength, and had elites and a public who were sympathetic to the Bengalis,
Indira Gandhi’s government ultimately yielded to the primacy of India’s own
national security imperatives. Pakistan, though momentarily subdued and
humiliated, was still too strong to be forced to submit to the trials of its
soldiers as war criminals. Gandhi sought a breakthrough peace with Pakistan
at Simla, which could have brought a new era for India’s own security. De-
spite having accused Pakistan of genocide to justify going to war in 1971,
she abandoned prosecutions for those same atrocities in order to safeguard
India’s security. For India, the prospect of peace in Kashmir came ahead of jus-
tice in Bangladesh.

While Bangladesh’s government demanded punishment for its former
Pakistani overlords, it was limited by its military and political relative weak-
nesses. War crimes trials would require approval from India, which held the
Pakistani prisoners of war. Pakistan, despite its battleªeld defeat, was still
powerful enough to make regional diplomacy contingent on amnesty for its
troops. Nor could Bangladesh rely on other foreign allies to tip the balance in
its favor, while Pakistan had support from the United States, China, and Arab
and Muslim countries.252 Indeed, even during the bloody months of Pakistan’s
crackdown in 1971, the Nixon administration and China had staunchly stood
behind Pakistan, joined by the Arab states and members of the Non-Aligned
Movement such as Indonesia.253 Bangladesh had little reason to think that the
world had grown more friendly since then. This was an era well before the cre-
ation of the International Criminal Court, which in recent years has pressured
some war crimes suspects into surrendering to its custody even without mili-
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tary conquest; Bangladesh had no such alternatives for international institu-
tions beyond the region. Relatively weak and desperate for recognition,
Bangladesh could not resist the mounting pressures for impunity.

Second, the most victimized countries were the most dedicated to justice.
Bangladesh’s government sought retribution for atrocities committed against
its own traumatized citizenry, but it stood all but alone. India, a liberal democ-
racy that had sheltered some 10 million Bengali refugees and then fought a
war as a consequence of Pakistan’s crackdown in East Pakistan, was sympa-
thetic to Bangladesh’s demands for justice. But India’s concern waned fast
once the Bangladeshi refugees returned from India’s volatile border states to
their new country.

Beyond South Asia, the rest of the world did almost nothing to support
Bangladesh’s calls for prosecutions. In recent years, there has been consider-
able foreign pressure for international justice,254 but Bangladesh received
no such succor. The most direct involvement came from the Nixon admin-
istration, which only interceded to help to broker Bangladesh’s abandonment
of trials in exchange for Pakistani recognition, and did so in part by pressur-
ing Bangladesh.

Third, as is discussed more below, international law had a noticeable impact,
but not simply as a goad to prosecutions. Had there been trials, Bangladeshi
prosecutors would have been frustrated by the demands of due process, par-
ticularly in gathering valid evidence and following the chain of command.
While Bangladeshis and Indians pointed to Nuremberg as a precedent, India
was also constrained by the Geneva Conventions and Security Council resolu-
tions. Largely for reputational reasons, India wanted to be seen as upholding
international law. India’s respect for international law, though limited, ulti-
mately contributed to the freeing of Pakistan’s prisoners of war.

Fourth, this important case of justice thwarted suggests that the nostrums of
both realists and liberals are true and also in some ways inadequate. As realists
rightly argue, the pressures for impunity may prove overwhelming; as liberals
rightly argue, impunity may be damaging in the long term.

Today and in the future, Bangladeshi nationalist politicians can all too easily
exploit the unexorcised specter of past atrocities to rally domestic political sup-
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port and marginalize the opposition. In Pakistan, there is something close to
national amnesia about the slaughter of Bengalis.255 A more thorough airing of
the atrocities could have been used to discredit the most illiberal elements
of the military, which could have had welcome consequences for Pakistan’s
politics and its relations with its neighbors. This calls to mind O’Donnell and
Schmitter’s argument for undoing “the armed forces’ messianic self-image as
the institution ultimately interpreting and ensuring the highest interests of the
nation.” As O’Donnell and Schmitter warned, “[T]he worst of bad solutions
would be to try to ignore the issue,” leaving brutal armies with a “sense
of impunity.”256

impunity and international law

To elaborate on the third main argument of this article, India was constrained
both by the technical requirements of the law and by a reputational concern
about, in the words of a top Indian leader, “international opinion.”257 When
there was a clash between military imperatives and legal requirements, the
former trumped—most dramatically in the Indian army’s insistence that four
divisions worth of Pakistani troops not be repatriated before the conclusion of
a peace deal with Pakistan, regardless of international law. But when the trade-
off was less stark, India sought to abide by international legal standards.

There are several indications of a modest Indian respect for international
law. Rather than merely branding Pakistan as a political enemy, India framed
its complaints in legal terms, planning “[t]rials for genocide, war crimes and
crimes against humanity.”258 Joining in what Sikkink has termed the “justice
cascade,” Indians believed they could follow the Nuremberg and Tokyo prece-
dents. As one prominent Indian politician wrote, “Bigger powers, including
even our friends, are preaching all kinds of conciliatory conduct to us, whereas
in similar circumstances they were themselves most harsh on their defeated
enemies—Germany in 1918 and 1945, Italy in 1945 and Japan in 1945.”259

Moreover, the Indian government evidently felt constrained by the Geneva
Conventions of 1949, making considerable efforts to couch its policies within
their legal parameters. In the end, despite the military’s qualms, India repatri-
ated the prisoners of war, rather than holding them indeªnitely.
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Law played a double role, however, not just encouraging prosecution but
also restricting it. In fact, the stringencies of international criminal law made it
harder for India to punish Pakistani war criminals. It would be difªcult to con-
stitute a suitable court and to make legal charges stick. Moreover, India’s
concern for the Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of
War proved a restriction: the Convention mandated the prompt repatriation
of the Pakistani prisoners of war, giving India less leeway to prosecute them.

Neither India nor Bangladesh sought to innovate much in any potential tri-
als. Whereas the victorious Allies sought to fundamentally rewrite the laws
and norms of world politics at the end of World War I and World War II, India
was a middleweight power with no such clout over the creation or casting
of international humanitarian law. Even as India’s diplomats drew up re-
ports noting how the Allies had forced demilitarization and reparations
upon Germany after World War I,260 and detailing the Allied disarmament of
Germany and Japan after World War II,261 the senior ranks of India’s
government—having won a far less conclusive battleªeld victory—knew that
no such impositions would be possible against Pakistan. Instead of the kind of
pathbreaking projects that international lawyers had in mind at Nuremberg
and Tokyo, Indian and Bangladeshi ofªcials had to content themselves with
operating within the comparatively narrow conªnes of existing international
law—the familiar strictures of both the Genocide Convention and the Geneva
Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War. India was
considering only quite standard trials for genocide, war crimes, and crimes
against humanity.262

On balance, Indian ofªcials seem to have been driven more by Security
Council resolutions and the well-established rules of the Geneva Conventions
than by the uncertain procedures that would be necessary to prosecute
Pakistani war criminals. In the unsettled era after Nuremberg, Tokyo, and the
Eichmann trial but before the UN tribunals for the former Yugoslavia and
Rwanda, India was wary of testing the ambiguities of international criminal
law. In the end, the loftier aspirations of international criminal law were
left unfulªlled.

tragedy in bangladesh

Given all these strategic constraints, could India or Bangladesh have done
more to secure criminal accountability? Should they have persisted in their de-
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mands for trials despite opposition by Pakistan? Today it is conventional wis-
dom in India that the Simla agreement was a naïve deal, with Gandhi suckered
by Bhutto, winning the war but losing the peace. On that account, perhaps
India and Bangladesh should have remained ªrm and put some Pakistanis on
trial. True, this might have undone efforts at regional peacemaking, but the
advocates of a harder line would presumably argue that since Bhutto would
ultimately prove useless for peacemaking, there was no point in accommodat-
ing him.

It is possible—although hardly guaranteed—that war crimes trials would
have had a beneªcial impact on Bangladesh’s politics, soothing the victims’
desire for retribution. Of course, the proceedings would necessarily have been
inadequate. Nobody was in a position to put the military leadership in
Rawalpindi in the dock; many Bengalis would have wanted more justice
than could be supplied by a weak state; some would have still sought ven-
geance afterward. These shortcomings, however, are inherent to all war
crimes tribunals, and do not exclude the possibility of some kind of catharsis
or paciªcation—not an ideal solution, but perhaps a modest improvement
over impunity.

Any such trials, however, could have had dire consequences in Pakistan and
thus for regional peacemaking. India’s military victory in December 1971 did
not allow India to dictate terms to Pakistan’s deªant generals. It is highly un-
likely that Pakistan’s military would have accepted the prosecution of its sol-
diers by a Bangladeshi tribunal. If India had sent Pakistani prisoners to a
Dhaka tribunal, the Pakistan army could have scrapped peace talks with India.
Pakistan’s military, which eventually overthrew Bhutto in 1977, could have
ousted him earlier. Moreover, many Pakistani civilian politicians would
have resisted trials as well. Bhutto gave few indications that he would accept
war crimes prosecutions—not least because he had supported the military
crackdown in 1971.263 Even after the war, he insisted that some kind of crack-
down had been necessary, although with less brutality.264

In short, although there is no certainty in counterfactuals, it is hard to be-
lieve that India or Bangladesh could have held war crimes trials without
paying a substantial price in Pakistani diplomacy. Their bargain deserves a
certain amount of credit: it helped secure the widespread recognition of
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Bangladesh, and allowed rounds of India-Pakistan peacemaking that, while
ultimately unsuccessful, were worth exploring. For some Indians, subsequent
decades of conºict with Pakistan demonstrate the futility of Indira Gandhi’s
attempt to grasp an enduring peace. The costs of interminable enmity, how-
ever, could equally well be taken to vindicate her drive to exploit a moment of
ºux to make peace when she could. Had India or Bangladesh prosecuted war
criminals, the hostility between India and Pakistan might have become even
more bitter.

The awful fact that much of South Asia remains mired in hostility does
not  imply  that  there  were  viable  alternative  policies.  Understandably,  this
harsh reality left Indians and Bangladeshis profoundly frustrated. Recalling
the Allied prosecutions after World War I and World War II, a prominent
Indian politician wrote to India’s foreign secretary, “What is sauce for the
goose should be sauce for the gander. What was good enough in 1918 and
1945 should not be objected to in 1972. There cannot be different codes of con-
duct for bigger powers and poorer countries.”265 But of course there were, at
least as a practical matter, if not in moral terms. Much as Indians might have
wished otherwise, the prospect of a subcontinental Nuremberg faded away—
leaving the wounds of Bangladesh unbound to this day.
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